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The WTX-MicrsoStream is the smallest plug&play
network streamer of the world.
The WTX-Microstream is an innovative wireless HiFi streamer
which can be used with any amplifier, HiFi sytem, soundbar,
home theater into your home wifi network. This system is multiroom. You can play your own music (PC/MAC, NAS), enjoy
streaming services like Spotify, Tidal, Qobuz, etc... or radio
service on your hifi equipment.
Android and IOS apps available.
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SPECIFICATIONS
system is m
STREAMING PC/MAC/NAS : YES
NAS), enjoy
UPNP STREAMING SMARTPHONES & TABLETS : YES
STREAMING SERVICE : YES Spotify, Tidal, Tune-In, Qobuz, etc.
or radio ser
AUXILIARY INPUT : NO
with upgrad
AUDIO FORMAT
- APE, FLAC, WAV, APPLE LOSSLESS
The WTX-S
- ALAC, AAC, AAC-LC, HE-AAC,
Analog and
- HE-AACv2, MP3 (CBR/VBR 32 to 320kpps)
- WMA 48kHz/16bit
Android an

and much more services
WTX-StreamPro
coming
soon !

INTERNET RADIO : YES
DAC WOLFSON WM8740 24-bits/192kHz / SNR 117dB
Digital ouputs: NO
Ethernet: NO
WIFI 802.11 b/g/n
DIMENSIONS H.75 x l.14 x D.49/55mm

Maahantuojana:

WTX-StreamPro

The WTX-StreamPro is an innovative Class’A HiFi
streamer which can be used with any amplifier, HiFi sytem,
soundbar, home theater into your home wifi network. This
system is multiroom. You can play your own music (PC/MAC,
NAS), enjoy streaming services like Spotify, Tidal, Qobuz, etc...
or radio service. The WTX-StreamPro has an open interface
with upgradable capability for future services and evolutions.
The WTX-StreamPro is powered by the Wolfson WM8740 DAC.
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More than wireless speakers, the STREAM150 are a real High Fidelity system, which is only asking to
express itself and brings a more real music reproduction.
We operate in an environment where digital music, stored in diverse and varied devices (Hand-held
products as laptops, tablets, smartphones and other players), is going to play an increasingly
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Wireless 3 Ways / 4 drivers floorstand including a Bluetooth receiver (CD quality)
The Stream150
is composed of a pair of Air150 and a WTX-Microstream.
Acoustic
STREAM150.
Bluetooth NFC receiver A2DP - APTX - AAC + Network player WTX-Microstream
In addition
to wireless
operation,
the STREAM150
speakers are equipped with analog inputs and a
integrated
Amplifier
: 2*120 W (power
output 8 Ω)
SPECIFICATIONS
response
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: depth
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Weight
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The Stream150
isAmplifier
composed
pair output
of Air150
Frequency response (-3db): 35 Hz – 20 kHz.
Wolfson WM8761 DAC - 24 bits x 192 kHz

SPECIFICATIONS
Drivers: woofers 2 x 5,25“ – Medium 1 x 5,25“ – Tweeter 1 x 1“
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Stream55
Stream55
Stream55
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Dimensions each speaker : depth 31.8 cm x width 20.9 cm x high 105 cm
Wireless
3 Ways
4 drivers
Total Weight
: 46/ kg
(pair) floorstand including a Bluetooth receiver (CD quality)
Bluetooth NFC receiver A2DP - APTX - AAC + Network player WTX-Microstream
integrated Amplifier : 2*120 W (power output 8 Ω)
Frequency response (-3db): 35 Hz – 20 kHz.
Wolfson WM8761 DAC - 24 bits x 192 kHz
Drivers: woofers 2 x 5,25“ – Medium 1 x 5,25“ – Tweeter 1 x 1“
Dimensions each speaker : depth 31.8 cm x width 20.9 cm x high 105 cm
Total Weight : 46 kg (pair)

The STREAM55 has been designed for audiophile looking for compact BT and network player
bookshelf speakers.
Following our philosophy of high-end, the Stream55 give you the best of the current wireless technology with the introduction of the latest technologies.
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Frequency response (-3db): 45 Hz – 22 kHz.
Wolfson WM8761 DAC - 24 bits x 192 kHz
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Stream30
Stream30

SPECIFICATIONS
Drivers: woofers 1 x 5,25“ – Tweeter 1 x 1“

Dimensions each speaker : depth 22.5 cm x width 17 cm x high 28,5 cm
Wireless
2 Ways
/ 2 (pair)
drivers including a Bluetooth receiver (CD quality)
Total Weight
: 8 kg
Bluetooth NFC receiver A2DP - APTX - AAC + Network player WTX-Microstream
integrated Amplifier : 2*55 W (power output 8 Ω)
Frequency response (-3db): 45 Hz – 22 kHz.
Wolfson WM8761 DAC - 24 bits x 192 kHz
Drivers: woofers 1 x 5,25“ – Tweeter 1 x 1“
Dimensions each speaker : depth 22.5 cm x width 17 cm x high 28,5 cm
Featuring
quality stereo sound with Advanced
Total Weight
: 8 kg superior
(pair)
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MaxxBass Technology, its included AUX port, BT and network player,
NFC functionality allow for easy connectionto external devices, while a
built-in USB Power Bank Charging Port ensures that those devices are
Featuring
superior
quality stereo sound with Advanced
fully powered
and ready
to roll.
MaxxBass
Technology,
its included
AUXhigh
port,quality
BT andstereo
network
player,
Our
new Air30
2.1 loudspeaker
produce
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NFC functionality
allowtones
for easy
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while a
Robust,
detailed bass
withconnectionto
Sub-woofer. Easily
charge
the device
built-in
USB Power
Bank Charging
ensures
thatlast
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quality
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Port ensures that those devices are
fully powered and ready to roll.
Our new Air30 2.1 loudspeakerSPECIFICATIONS
produce high quality stereo sound.
NOT
FIXED YETEasily
!
Robust, detailed bass tones with
Sub-woofer.
charge the device
with its built-in rechargeable battery. Music time can last up to 12 hours.
Dimensions: 258mm x 159mm x 70mm.
SPECIFICATIONS
NOT FIXED YET !

